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INTERSCHOLASTIC BASKETBALL 
"IRNEEC g ST TroCRTKO R;iS1N S MAINE TRACK STARS WON
TOURNAMENT STARTS TODAY FAVORABLE COMMENT FROM BATES LAST SATURDAY
Strong High and Prep School Fives Will
Contest for Harmon Cup
--.1%-etion of the teams for the In-
Basketball Tournament was
.cek by Faculty Manager Kent MUSICAL CLUBS
:ing of the committee appoint-
ed by In most cases there was little TO MAKE DEBUT
iput.1, t.) the logical teams. The choice
oi the prep schools was practically unani-
mous. 11••wever in the High School di-
‘i,i0:1 it was necesstiry to make a choice
bemeen Machias High and Shead High
E.•-tport, and Brownville Junction and
• iuil •r• 1. These teams were asked to
the winner to play at the
. As yet the games have not
'
Tie Washington County case there
• , • ,fltri ersy but in Piscataquis, the
r•1 te,an asks the sole right to play,
arguments on several facts:
Iln mine Junction by one
.% inning over them by five
p, •,•.aming the League title undis-
uI 1••sing only one game while
i'le junctitai lost two. From lat-
-:•- no arrangements had been
f tlw ids( •% e mentioned
off these proposed games.
7.7 7 ,.ther date is decided upon, the
team- nil play Thursday morning be-
fore tht ••pening of the tournament.
f: .tties are to be played in the In-
%%here seating arrangements
ti'tl lta‘e been made. The teams are
ntcrtainvd at luncheon Thursday
noo.: l•y President Boardman, and during
1-::ruainent are to be guests of the
fraternities, as in the past.
\\ 40i the two divisions are award-
, iannon Cups, now on display at
• ;.-t• ire and won last year by Ban-
lebron. These cups are donated
• Lirmon of Bar Harbor.
olicial referees are: Stanley M.
I tarry Edwards, Colby; W. H.
Y.N1.C.A., Bangor; umpires,
rr•,1 I:rice and \Valiant Kenyon, Maine.
• -A lug is a schedule of the drawings
2a111CS:
THURSDAY
::.711.--Ci•burn Vs. Eastern Maine
ln.titute
piii.—Eastern Maine Conference
s,.loinary vs. _Nilson Academy
-Ifehron Academy vs. Ricker
ical Institute
u,.--Maine Central Institute vs.
•.xcroft Academy
FRIDAY
I .. in ---Br Harbor vs. Winslow
" m.-1 bulton vs. N. II. Fay of
I >ester
•• m.—Bangor vs. Guilford or
7-,wnville Junction
m.—Fort Fairfield High vs. East-
'r Machias
-Winner of Coburn-E.M.I.
me vs. winner of E.NI.C.S.-An-
ii game.
\Vinner of Ilebron-Ricker
VS. winner fof NI.C.I.-Foxcroft
lilt -
Winner .f Bar Harbor-
'ow: game %s. winner of Houl-
:%. II. Fay of Dexter game
' 
-Winner of Bangor-Guilford
ille game vs. winner of
-rt Fairtield-Nlachias F.astport
SAIl 1mM'
Prep schiad final
school final
NOTICE 
Will Give Concert and
Dance in Old Town
Saturday Night
The combined Musical Clubs of the
University of Maine will make their first
appearance for the season at Old Town,
Saturday evening March 12. Time or
effort hate not been spared in preparation
for this concert which probably will be one
••1 the best ever given. All of the teams
are in good form. The Glee Club and
Quartette have been rehearsing at noon
and in the evening for the last two weeks,
and the Instrumental Club has held many
rehearsals.
Dean Ci•Ivin has granted the coeds per-
mission to attend the concert and dance,
and two cars will leave Old Town after
the dance to accommodate those who at-
tend from the campus and Orono. Tick-
ets are now on sale at the Book Store and
are only thirty-five cents. Ordinarily the
tickets for the Musical Club concerts are
fifty cents, but due to the very satisfac-
tory arrangements made for presenting
it at Old Town the manager has been able
to reduce the price. A large crowd is ex-
pected to attend both the concert and
dance, especially the latter since it is
known that the Instrumental Club under
the leadership of "Carl" Hackett will fur-
nish the music.
Following is the program to be pre-
sented:
Instrumental Club
Medley—Arr.  Hackett
By the Waters of Minnetonka
Lieurence
Moonlight on the Ganges Popular
(Continued on Page Six)
MISS ROSE DAVIS' VOLUME
ON STEPHEN DUCK INTER-
NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED
Miss Rose Davis's recent volume on the
,fe and works of Stephen Duck, the
thresher-poet and precursor of Burns, has
won much favorable comment in this
country and in England. Professor Craig-
ie of Oxford says: "Miss Davis's very
thorough study is of interest as showing
how certain types of poetry can be more
or less successfully cultivated by unorigi-
nal poets:" and Professor Moore Smith
of Sheffield finds the book "attractive."
Many American scholars praise it.
Professor Trent of Columbia University
testifies to "a most favorable impression,"
and says that it shows a mastery of accur-
ate scholarly method and of effective pre-
sentation. Professor Havens of Johns
Hopkins finds it "a thorough and useful"
piece of work. Professor Osgood r,f
Princeton feels that the University of
Maine "has good reason to be proud of
such a publication. 1)ean Houton of New
York University finds it "entertaining."
Professor Mackenzie of ‘Vashington Uni-
versity declares it "an extraordinary piece
of work for a Master's thesis—good
enough to serve in a great many univer-
sities as a doctoral dissertation"—an opin-
ion that is also expressed by Professor
Kaye of Northwestern. Congratulations
have also come from Professors Tatlock
and F. N. Robinson of Harvard, Profes-
sor Nason of New York University, Pro-
fessor Baum of Duke University, Profes-
sor Gott of Tufts, and others.
Miss Davis took her bachelor's degree
from Columbia in 1922, came to Maine as
instructor in English, worked for her
M.A. under Professor Draper. and took
her degree last June with the study of
Stephen Duck as her thesis. The volume
was issued from the press this January.
Victory Over Bobcats Shows That Maine Will
Be Strong Contender in State Meet
Yearlings Crush Bridgton
- Approximately 500 people saw Maine
defeat Bates in a dual track meet in the
Indoor Field Saturday afternoon, 05!-a to
51'3. According to the papers Bates was
going to win. She had a strong group of
men lined up for the meet, among them
Wills. Rowe, Wakely, and Wood. But
the proverbial dope-pail was upset, and
Bates lost. Rowe of Bates, was the high-
point man of the meet, chalking up three
firsts and a third, of ID points, for the
red and black men. Torrey and Ham-
mond tied for individual honors for Maine,
each earning eight points. Two records
for the Indoor Field were broken, the
shot put and the pole vault. Sam Thomp-
son, Maine, heaved the 16 lb. weight 43
feet and la of an inch. In the pole vault,
Capt. Hobson did twelve feet, eight and
, inches. Ile tried for an even thirteen
feet, but was unsuccessful. With Allie
Wills. the Bates star, in the mile run and
the 101111 yard run, there was not a doubt
as to who u•add win them. Wills made
the best time in America last year for the
mile run, in the collegiate division. The
miming of the two mile run was a great
surprise when Noyes, Maine, came in
first. The finish of that run resembled
the finish of a dash, for Noyes was sprint-
ing the whole length of the straightaway,
using his reserve to bring himself in a
good distance ahead of \Vardwell. "Rip"
Black was missed in the weights, for there
was no doubt but that he would have won
the 35 lb. hammer throw had he been al-
low oed to cmpete.
.11ison‘Vills, Bates's great one miler,
praised the track in the Indoor Field. Ile
claimed it to be very fast. "I could tell,
the first time I went around, that it was
fast," be said. "I made much better time
in the 1000-yard run this afternoon than
I ever have on our track at Bates. You
just seem to spring up and down." Wills
has had experience on many cinder-paths,
so his word is accepted as that of a per-
son who knows good tracks when he sees
them.
The result of this meet can give an idea
as to what chances Maine has in the state
meet in May. Bates seems stronger than
either Bowdoin or Colby. Maine defeated
Bates. Therefore, adding two and two,
Maine will be a very strong contender for
honors in the state meet. The summary :
45-yard dash—Rowe. (113). first; Niles,
M 1, second ; I lamlin, ( M ), third; time,
five and one-fifth seconds.
45-yard high hurdles- Torrey. ( M
first; Hammond, ( M ). second; Parks,
( MI. third; time, six and two-fifths sec-
onds.
onc mile run—Wills, (B), first ; Mac-
Naug ht• ( M ). second ; Brown, ( B ).
third; time, four minutes and 28 seconds.
600-yard run--- Wakely, ( B), first;
'rho aims, ( tf ). sec, ; Adams. ( B ) .
third time, one minute and fourteen sec-
owls.
Two, mile run—Noyes, (M), first ;
Wardwell, *13), second; Taylor, (M),
third; time, nine minutes and 58 seconds.
1000-yard run—Wills, (B). first; Ches-
(8), second; Adams, (B), third;
time. two n • tes. nineteen and 3 sec-
onds.
300-yard (M), first; Tar-
rev, ( M). second; Wakely, (B), third;
time, 33 seconds.
IC/nohow,/ on Page Si.r)
R.O. T. C. START
TARGET WORK
Si
Efforts of Embryo
Sharpshooters
Somewhat
Amusing
it—
(By a freshman)
The Winchester Arms Company's stock
has jumped up ten points since the local
R.O.T.C. unit has been at target practice.
The boys are taking to shooting like New
Yorkers take to benzine. They are pur-
suing their course in musketry with an
avidity that would have pleased Buffalo
Bill, Deadeye Dick. and all the other old
nibbers.
The Motto Neell1S to tw, "every boy a
sharpshooter," but there are several little
incidents that would seem to dispel any
such fond militaristic hopes. A certain
freshman exhausted several rounds of
ammunition and the target remained un-
punctuated. Finally he found out that his
glasses had slipped down on his nose and
he had been shooting at the rim thinking
it was the front sight. Another one of
our future hopes deserves a prize for
making the target clang, only he was
hitting one of the iron target supports.
It is ,better than a front seat at a con-
tortionists exhibition to watch some of
the boys get tangled up in their slings.
(This is the name for the strap that your
arm goes through and steadies time rifle
so far back that you cannot get your
shoulder against the butt.) Then the
marksman assumes a firm stance and pre-
pares to take a wild shot at the bullseye as
(Continued on Page Six)
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION SPONSORS
FIRST ALUMNAE DAY
r4
nazi
"Fran- Puller 'D+ Eth,1
-Robby- White Martha St Than
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— 
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All roads lead to the University of
Maine on Saturday. March 12. The last
Mr. Wm. E. Wickenden, Director 
adamyti.t7tf the interscholastic basketball town-
0.i Ins estigation of the Society for 
wimicti.,is the first Alumnae Day the
1Che.Promotion of Engineering Edu- 
Athletic Association has ever
the 
will speak to the students of 
sponsored. All the former varsity stars
AM., Friday, 
of Technology at 11:08 
will he back, Effie Weatherbee '21, Gladys
,4,1!., March 18, in the 
Staples '23, Molly Perkins '23 now an
‘-', 11‘'Pcla and to the faculty of this 
instructor of English at the University
‘-'°11eLe at 4:15 P.M. of that day in 
of Maine, Kay Dennison '23, Pearl Wood-
14 ard '25, 
Alma Perkins '25. Kay Hunt '25,
Lye:
Wingate.
y 
and Cora Emery 25. It is rumored that
student of engineering 
ssage 
hould 
vital 
him, as he has a mes-, 
Ascha Bean will be here. Loyal Maine
ell:neer.
of •• , importance to every Amami of pep and enthusiasm.
girls will welcome Ascha and her extra
March 12 will start another custom for
w••men at Maine In the afternoon esery-Paul Cloke, Dean
•14
40/
4
St,41..r.1 -Peg" Preble '27
 imigp .29 "Lib- sasy.r '27 Ruth Gr....nlauPit
Captain t1 "Polly" &eery '1!,9 Mary kol.lam.ti
body will take in the tournament, visit
the campus buildings and meet new
friends. The Eagles, and the Athletic
Association will be hostesses of the day.
111 Alumnae who expect to be hack should
notify Frances Fuller at Balentine Hall.
In the evening the big game between
Varsity and Alumni will be held. Two
cheer leaders one for Alumni and one for
Varsity will lead songs and yells thus fur-
nishing friendly rivalry among the spec-,
tators.
After the game there will be an enter-
tainment in Balentine. The alumnae will
put on an act. Other features of the pro-
gram will be a one act play, original songs
ac %%ell as college songs old and new.
,
(Inc of the fastest games of the year
played by sarsity girls was played at the
Gorham Normal gymnasium when Gor-
ham defeated Maine, 32-24. The score at
the end of the half was 11-11 and every
point was contested for. NVinslow of
Maine scored seven baskets and Gunder-
son of Gorham scored thirteen.
MAINE G“Rli.a'af
Cummings, rf  r I. Cahn,
Winslow, If If, ( iunderson
Stalford. c c \Vebber
Seavey, sc  cc, Davis
Sawyer, rg  . rg, (ileason
Stephan. Ig Ig, Baker
Robinson. rf rg. NVilley
fireenlaw, lg lg. T ra f ton
Important Meeting of Future
Teachers
An important meeting is called
for all candidates for teaching posi-
tions for next year, Monday, March
14, 12:45, at 275 AS. Please be
there if you wish the University
Appointment Bureau to serve you
in securing a position.
Bureau of Appointments,
0. S. Lutes, Chairman
2 THE 
MAJNE CAMPUS
Managing Editor_ Elliott W. Copeland '27 noon at the home of Flavia Richardson in
Mary A. McGuire '28 •Associate Editor
 Old Town. The initiates are: Bertha
Carter, Washburn; M. Cleo De Gagne,
Portland; Ruth Dow, Cornish; Jenny
Ifutchinson, ()row; Geneva McGary,
Bangor; Hazel Sawyer, Portland; Lyn-
dell Smith, Brewer; Frieda Weaver, Old
Town; Louise Pendell, Caribou.
any fraternity.
SiEt TION V —OFFICERS
Art. 1. The officers of the Conference
shall be a president, treasurer, and secre-
tary, who shall perform the usual duties
incident to their respective offices.
Art. 2. These officers shall serve one
year. being elected at the May meeting
of the Conference.
Art. 3. At this meeting the Senior
representatives for the current year shall
not be present. The representatives for
the ensuing year shall compose the meet-
ing. and the treasurer for the current
preside until the new president
IT SC) harks twitt.cli fad and I toward "Stick" Donald, and, accord- Year shall
.011 Flit, .3(1.
 1 Mg to comments by all present, it was a
Subscriptions, 10.00 per year success.
Enteied as second class matter at the posi
office, Orono. Maine.
Printed by the University Kappa Psi sorority held its initiation
March 2.
The initiates were: Hortense Bradbury,
1)141 Town; 1)0rothy Bradford, South
Portland; Dorothy Ilaskell, Lee; Ruth
Lioyd- Jones, Bangor; Mary Quinn, Ban-
gor ; Clara Floyd, New Sharon; Lillian shall be empowered to make by-laws reg-
promptu cheering sections will spring 
up ia; n:ulastoSnpitrilagghumet,. ulat :
(1 I The pledging of prospective mem-
in various sections of the crowd. Often The banquet was held Thursday, March, hers of the several fraternities represent-
these sections are made up of loyal high; 3 at the Penobscot Exchange, Bangor• ied n the Conference.
students, but Mary Reed, Orono, '29, was toastmistress. ( W'hatever matters may come within
Saturday night the sorority initiation the scope of the Conference, and affect
dance was held at Monitor Hall. Favors tiw condition of the fraternities there:n
of pipes for the men, and dolls for the represented.
girls, with confetti were given during the Art. z. Executive. The Conference
in r. city dance. lir. and Mrs. Drummond, shall have power to punish. by such penal-
and Professor and Mrs. Corbett, were ties as it may hereinafter enact, any viola-
patronesses. lion of its constitution or by-laws.
Siamox VII—A MEN IIM ENTS
The annual initiation of Delta Zeta took
place at the home of Mrs. W. J. Morse.!
Thursday evening, March 3. The initiates
were: Virginia Cole, Biddeford; Aletw
Campbell, Seal Harbor; Barbara Damm,
Belfast ; Dorothy Files, Brookline, Mass.;
Barbara 11 igg ins, Dennysville ; Rachel
Matthews. Hampden Highlands; Rebecca
Matthews. Hampden llighlands; Ruth
Taylor. Calais; Katherine Veazie, Rock-
land; Thena Whitten. Livermore Falls.
4 hi Friday evening the annual banquet was
held at the Bangor House. Beginning with
the speech of the toastmistress, Amy
Adams, the program included poetry, song,
music, and dance, and ended with an im-
pressive rose ceremony. Dorothy Moss-
ier. Margery Bailey. Berenice Went-
worth, and Louise Ayer of the alumnae
were present, and the patronesses: Mrs.
W. J. Morse, Mrs. A. M. Turner, and
Mrs. J. 11. Ashworth.
The freshmen of Sigma Nu had their
smoker Tuesday evening, March 8. About
sixty guests were present, including the •
basketball team of the Hebron Academy.
The smoker was mainly in charge of Ches-
Cub Reporters
Edward C. Ferson 30. Stephen H. Colby 
'JO, ter "Doc" Smith, Lester "Red" Chilman.
Press, Orono.
Cheering and Jeering
This week-end we are the hosts to high,
and prep school basketball teams. As
usual at these tournaments, little im-
i'XXXXXXXXXXXO:at SECTION 1V —MULTI NUNilihe Maine (4,antpus x X Art. 1 Regular meetings shall be lick
wx( ORGANIZATIONSMember ot
amis
CORRESPONDENCE
X (our times a year, once in September, once M
4. in December, once in March, and once it) , This is respectfully aulxnitted to the
year by the students of the University ea
Published Thursdays during the college It x(y0XXXXXXAgg May, at the chapter house of the presi- Editor of the Maine Campus, for publi-
Mame dent of the Conference. : cation if he will permit.
The annual initiation of the Pi Ikta Art. 2. Special nteetings may be called ;• The purpose of the article is to express
Editorin-chiet_. _-_-.Edward M. Engel 'Z' 
 
 
Phi sorority took place Saturday after- at the request of the representatives of ' the tarving shades of indignation, amaze-
Department Editors
News (Men)....—. —Otto A. Swickert 'ZS
News (Women)_.  _._Bessie A Muzzy 
:27
Sports (Men)..----Matthew Williams .28
Sports OS unien)—.—_.Auly B. Adams 2.
Social   —Dorothy M. S
teward VS
Lecture* Irene M. 
Engel 'V
Business Department
11 .• .1 • NI .,t..aigcr 0:%tile I. Switt .25 AI
Reporters
Hope E. Craig 'ZS, Annette r. Lane
Mary Mahoney '29, Gerald Hopkins 
'29,
Margaret Stanley '29, Arlene Robbing '29, Eun-
ice Jackson '29, Ruby Carlson '2,9.
school alumni who are now
quite often also these sections are made
up of jokers who get together to "razz"
or jeer.
Were it not for the fact that we are
the hosts, we could often justify this
"razzing" in the case of unsportsmanlike
playing or in the case of a large school
giving a small school a merciless drubbing.
But since we are the hosts we must dis-
play only a passive interest. And if we
04, cheer it must be for brilliant individual
play and ill It for teams.
This mallets somewhat like senseless or
even obvious advice. nevertheless. certain
students persist in this jeering. With the
result ,if few sumaisedly hunawous jibes
being carried back to the high witted, and
townspeople to be interpreted as insults.
The housing of these athletes also pre-
sents problems. If every fraternity could
pick its own guests everything would run
snesithly. But even though the coach is
a fraternity brother or the high school
has a number of alumni in one house.
shifts nmst often be made for the comm.
ience of everyone. In such case there is
no reason why the team "a isheil" on tlw
fraternity should not be shown the saw.
hospitality.
Incidentally, the fraternities desert4.
much credit for shouldering the expensu
and responsibility of entertaining these
tisiting athletes. \Vere it not for the Ira
ternities, an intersch4dastic tournament
aould he almost an impossibility.
Scandal-Mongers
Five students admitted drinking at a ,
fraternity party and were suspended for
one year by the administration. Immedi-
ately the scandal mongers got busy and
wired to the Bangor, Portland. and Lew-
iston papers and informed the pest* of .
the state of the fact before many of the
students themselves heard of it. There
always will he a certain amount of drink-
ing and this drinking will always call for
reprimands and suspensions. But we
need not Away s have scandal mongers to
ad% ert i se this.
Ile: "I'm leaving for 11shkosh tomor-
She: "To take a rest ?-
lie "No to escape arrest."
-(;eorgia Cracker
••••=1.1.111m
SENIOR CLASS MEETING
There is ill be a Senior class
meeting in the chapel Thursday.
Marc:i t;. at seven o'clock
Movies, discussion of Commence-
ment plans, talks, and a general
good time All Seniors urged to
attend
INTERFRATERNITY
CONFERENCE ADOPTS
ITS CONSTITUTION
T he Inter fraternity Cii ferenee has
adopted the following constitution:
SECTION I---NaNIF.
This organization shall he known as du'
Imerfraternity Conference the Univer
sity of Maine.
Sta-ru, x II—l't aus,st:
Its purposes are:
(11 To promote the interests of the
said University.
(2) Aml of the several fraternities rep-
resented therein.
(3) To insure ctooperat ion among said,
fraternities, and that the conditions of the
fraternities and their relations with the
college autlawities may be improt ed.
Sacriox III—MEMBERSHIP
Art. I. This Conference shall com-
prise two members from each chapter of
the national fraternities, and from such
local fraternities as arc established at the
time this constitution is adopted. Future
local societies may be admitted to mem-
bership at the discretion of the Confer-
ence.
Art, 2. The representatives of each
chapter or local society shall be one Sen-
ior and one Junior member to be chosen
as the various chapters or societies ma)
see tit, the Junior representatite to he the
Senior representative for the succeeding
year.
Art. 3. During any college year. the
representatives of each fraternity shall re-
main the same, unless a representative
leaves the institution, in which case a sub-
stitute may he appointed in his place.
Art. 4. Each fraternity shall have one
vote in the Conference by the Senior
member except in case of unavoidable
absence, when it may be given by the
 • i Inninr•
is elected.
Art. 4. The officers shall be elected
from the Conference at large, the presi-
dent being a Senior, and the treasurer a
Junior, and the Secretary a Senior. In
absence of the president, the secretary
shall preside.
Siirriox VI—Pow-tars
:krt. I. Legislative. The Conference
II) The Constitution and By-Laws of
the Conference may be amended at any
time by a three-fourths tote of all the
fraternities represented in the Conference.
(2) Any by-laws to he incorporated in
the rules of the conference shall be sub-
mitted to the various chapters for ratifica-
tion. A three-fourths vote of all the fra-
ternities in the conference is necessary to
make the proposed by-law legal.
The fraternities have ratified this con-
stitution and at a meeting Tuesday evening
election 4,f officers and the signing of the
constitution took place. The officers for
the year are Cuddy Bockus, Beta Theta
Pi. president : Bunny Knowles, Kappa
Sigma, secretary: Pete Bennett. Alpha
Tau Omega, treasurer. The following
fraternities signed the constitution: Sig-
ma Chi, Phi Kappa. Alpha Gamma Rho,
Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Gamma Delta.
Phi \hi Della, Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa
Sigma, Lambda Chi Alpha. Phi Eta Kap-
pa, Kappa Sigma. Delta Tau Delta, Sig-
ma Alpha Epsilon. Beta Theta Pi, The:.
Chi, Sigma Nu. and Sigma Phi Sigma.
The by-laws. (of the conference are be-
ing formulated and will be presented next
week.
—NI
Triple Tie Exists
In Intrallural Race
In a last, clean game of basketball
Kappa Sigma nosed out Beta Theta Pi 21-
19 on Tuesday night. This game results
in a triple tie for the championship of the
campus. Beta Theta Pi defeated Phi Kap-
pa. Phi Kappa defeated Kappa Sigma,
and Kappa Sigma defeated Beta Theta
l'i. The tie will be played off soon.
KAPPA SIGMA
Ii. I P.
Wilkins. If  -) 0
Noble, rf  3 0
Mc('arthy. c  -) I)
Bates, lg  I 0
Sylvester. rg  -) 1
BET. THET.k 1'1
I,.
Ashworth. it 0
Osgood. ri  4
Small. c  0.
Dickson. lg  1
Kinney. rg....  3
St
11
0
4
I
4
I)
If
Captain of Basketball
And Relay Are Elected
Fred Thompson is as elected captain 4,i
the Maine varsity relay team for the 1927-
1928 season Wellnesday. Thompson has
been prominent in both relay and middle
distance for set cral years. James "Speed"
Branscom was also elected to pilot the
varsity basketball team next year. For
two years "Speed" has been an important
roe m the Maine quintet.
mem, and amusement of many students
and professors of the College of Agricul-
ture provoked by the patronizing and =in-
formed attitude adopted toward a triumph
of their profession in the editorial re-
ferred to.
It is not intended as a "slam" on the
CUMPUS. which I believe is one of the best
of college newspapers. Neither is it in-
tended as an insult to students of the other
colleges, whom I believe to be capital
fellows and well informed in their lines.
Ardron B. Lewis
Dear Mr. Editor:
May a humble and hard-working stu-
dent of Agriculture borrow the ears of
the men who inspired the editorial which
appeared in the Camttts for February 17
entitled That Cow!
On the last page of the Mid-Week Pic-
torial for March 3 there appears the pic-
ture—or shall I say portrait? of Side Hill
Ormsby Segis, of Seward, Illinois. She,
like Pauline Hengerveld Shepard, is a
mere cow; but here she is, gentlemen, in-
trading lier superb—though bovine—i,,rill
among, -Art.-
lion't snicker, gentlemen! The editorial
referred to the apparent incongruit)
mention of a cow's name in the same col-
tutu with "Literature." Now both terms—
"Literature" and "Art"—are capable of
many grades and shades of meaning; and
I feel that any amplification of the term
"Art" to include the contents of a pictorial
magazine is surely no greater than the
broadening of the term "Literature" re-
quired to give it proper application to what
is printed in any college newspaper.
Concerning the cow in general, I say
that her improvement has done more to
remove the "disagreeable features"—
whatever they are—from farm life than
has the introduction of the automobile
and radio, loudly acclaimed. From what
source came the money that purchased the
radio? Does the farmer procure running
water, electric lights, farm machinery, and
education for John and Mary by means of
the radio and automobile? Yet a well
selected herd of cows scientifically man-
aged may bring all of these. If, gentle-
men, all our modern improvements were
listed in the order of their usefulness, the
modern cow would oetupy a high place.
In regard to the use made of the word
"rusticity," let me say that the quality it
(Continued on Page Five)
No matter how high-hat
a pipe may be . . .
MAYBE you know some old fogey who
owns one of these ultra high-hat pipes...
a blotto bimbo who broadcasts a line of
"broad-A" lingo: "cawn't enjoy tobacco
that costs less than two bucks the ounce"
. .. Well, paste this hit of news in the
old boy's stove-pipe:
In picking pipe - tobacco forget price
ENTIRELY. . . draw your own conclusions
through the stem of your trusty pipe. Draw
deep from a bowlful of grand old Granger
Rough Cut and learn that there's ONE truly
fine tobacco that DOESN'T cost a fortune.
Here's tobacco as fine as any man ever
packed in his pipe. . . . Granger is made
for pipes and cut for pipes—it SMOKES like
a million dollars! But the pocket-package
is a foil-pouch (instead of a costly tin)
and so, it SELLS at just ten cents.
It's tobacco worthy of the "dawgiest"
meerschaum or calabash. . . tobacco
worthy of any pipe in the world!
GRANGER
ROUGH CUT
The half pound vac-
uum tin Is forty-five
cents, the foil-pou:h
package, sealed in
glassine, is ten cents.
Made
for pipes Only!
Granger Rough Oa is Milk by the Liggett & Myers Teharco roveraav
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A very prominent manuf
acturer, who
prefer- retain his identity, recently stat-
ed ill "Ilostlin Transcript" th
at college
men ‘o:e not worthy of 
their hire and
consequently he never employed them.
The al:itude of Edison is probably 
well
know( !,, most college students, and while
not (imle so emphatic, contains the same
opinion. On the other hand,
we reI of an obscure souther
n university
being raised into national prominence by
the giit of many millions, so that it 
may
more efficiently train and educate the men
of tomorrow. This example is similar to
that %%Inch Rochester, Chicago, and others, o
f
to say nothing of the liberally endowed con
siders college as the sole contributing
western state universities, enjoy because influence he is looking at only a small part
oi the faith which individuals have in the
place which a college occupies in the main-
tenance of a progressing society. Evident-
ly we have here a most striking example
of that peculiar Americanism, individual-
ity oi opinion. To observe differences of •
such national character and importance,
kad, ,nie to the inclination to scrap and
regard as ridiculous the shallow statements
of notoriety-seeking persons whom success
has smiled upon, or discourage the much ,
neoled and benevolent practise of invest-
ing funds for the solution of future pro-
blems. Our friend, the manufacturer goes
on to say that he finds college men suffer-
ing under the impression that the world
consists of pink teas, revolutionary eco-
nomic problems devised by him and which
should be immediately applied if the world
is to continue to function, short office
hour,. mind you, OFFICE hours, so that
golf can be played without other demands
upon time, and such further foolishness
which the cheap fiction writer would
tura: us believe constituted the life of the
idle rich. Probably he speaks the truth
insofar as he has only met this type, and
we (1,, not deny that such a type exists.
11nt e hs slit mid this man accuse thousands
hr %% hat hundreds do? He must know
that in the husiness world one man can be
cro,led but that doesn't make the rest of
the business world crooked. At least we
it Pt ts.t.Each man is judged by his in-
lie 'hat merits and goes forward or hack-
le 
YALE KEYS
DUPLICATED
and
LOCKS REPAIRED
Hardware Plumbing
FRED C. PARK
optINO
t .
' ward accordingly. College isn't such a
standardized machine that it turns out pro-
ducts stamped and guaranteed to react
alike, such as Ford has done with his auto-
matic baby
-carriage. College, if anything,
teaches individuality, even if all degree
men do not show this. We all have differ-
ent temperaments, regardless whether we
have been exposed to college life and
education or not, and there are droves of
Smiths, Browns, and Jones who will
always live on Main Street, mentally and
physically. But there are also thousands
of others to whom college has meant
something more than a four-year loaf,
pink teas, and illusionary ideas. Fanciful
interpretation of facts were never produc-
tive. and we can likewise say the same
about narrow conclusions. We would
suggest to our manufacturer that he look
behind the background which he considers
colleges as. and determine whether influ-
ences there have not affected the attitude
FRATERNITY
:7g
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DROP IN
when you are do
.\/41D SEE
This Fine
PIPE and CIGAR STORE
I.m171 feel at home here
Youngs
B.C.M. Store
26 State St., Bangor
his so-called college fops.
of the picture.
When he
Turkish Student Writes
Of Educational Work
The following letter, written by Tewfic
Fikret, was sent to the students of the
University of Maine. It is entitled To-
day's Turkey. It is an appeal for friend-
ship and understanding.
"I am a student at the International
College, Smyrna. I am, being a young
Turk and very much interested in the wel-
fare of my country, writing this article
desiring sincerely to correct strange and
wrong Atfierican opinions about Turkey.
"Today's Turkey is not the old Turk-
ish empire. The conditions of every sort
are changed widely. Turkey now is one of
the important nations of the civilized
world. Many important reforms, social,
political, judicial, educational, economic,
and religious, have been made successful-
ly in a very short period.
Turkey already has entered in to the
family of civilized nations. Now the
young Turkish Republic has a new con-
stitution which gives the real and actual
sovereignty and power to the people. Ac-
cording to this new constitution there is
neither religious nor race distinction
among her people. A new civil code has
replaced the Koranic laws.
-I ;rem and important reforms have been
niade iii e(jucation, Now forward looking
(atuig people of 'Turkey are gaming an
education that combines the best of Wes-
tern and Eastern culture, are fitting them-
selves to play a worth) part in the de-
velopment of the young Republic. An-
cient Angora, the key city of Anatolia,
the capital of Turkey, is the focus from
which the great national ideals are spread-
ing throughout all the country.
"Now Turkish women have the oppor-
tunity and the right to enter the profes-
sional arena on equal terms with men.
She also has improved educational op-
portunities. Now there exists neither
imlygamy nor the old easy divorce. The
following words were expressed by the
great Turkish President, Gaza Moustafa
Kemal Pasha : 'Our women ought to be
the equals of men in their education and
their activities.'
"Many Americans, unfortunately know
very little about today's Turkey, and again
unfortunately their ideas ;and thoughts
about Turks are peculiar and false because
of a tremendous propaganda carried on
against Turkey by her enemies throughout
the United States for many years. So
the American point of view is almost poi-
soned with this bitter propaganda, and that
is why some Americans are opposed to
Turkey. Certainly they are innocent be-
- - 
,
cause actually they do not know the real
matters and conditions in Turkey. How-
ever, I am convinced that little by little
they will learn and understand the Turks
better.
"My dear friends, as stated at the be-
ginning of my article, my only desire is
to see a good understanding between
Americans MA Turks. For that reason I
urge you to stud) modern Turkey more,
a:A to come to a closer appreciation of
what Turks are aiming for to-day.
"In closing I want to thank University
of Maine students for the interests they
have already shown in Turkey.
Sincerely,
Tewfic Fikret."
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Al' CALAIS
)id they hold you up at the Customs?"
"No, I managed to walk."
Teacher—"Billy. what does le tie sais
pas,' mean?"
Billy—"I don't know."
Teacher—"Fine. Why don't you always
study."
Aviator ( to colored man )—"How would
you like to take a ride?"
Colored man—"No, sah; I stays on ter-
rah firmah, and the more firmah the less
terrah."—Barrowed.
He harnesses words to help
sell electricity
E. L. Am:maw
the patron
g. 0H, ST. PATRICKwas an engi-
neer,” lustily caroled
the senior engineers
at Wisconsin in the
spring of But to
E. I. Andrew, St.
Patrick has become
saint of merchandising and
advertising as well.
Andrew liked engineering and had an
excellent record in his work. But even in
his high school days, he had been interested
in writing. And that interest grew as
he wrote for the annual, was successively
edit or and business manager of the Wisconsin
Engineer, and was advertising manager
of the Engineers' Famous Minstrel Show.
He received his degree fully determined
to harness words to help sell electricity.
At that time railroad advertising fascinated
him. There was romance—and adventure
—in the prat tangle of tracks spread across
the continent. So he applied and was
accepted for a place in the Westinghouse
Graduate Students' Course, hoping some
day to do railroad advertising.
CC — What's the future with alarge organization?" That
what gollege men want to how,
first of all. The itutstion is best
answered hi, the accomplishment;
of others with similar training
and Me opportunities. This II
one of a series of advertisement,
t6rtrayitig the progress at West-
inghouse of eollege gradmates of
the campus some five—eight— -
ten years.
1
A month after he started the course he
was made an instructor. For six months
he had classes in the morning—then was
free all afternoon to browse through the
Westinghouse plant and learn those things
that have made him valuable in the
direction of Westinghouse advertising. But
that's getting ahead of the story.
Andrew left the educational department
to be a requisition clerk handling requests
for literature on Westinghouse irons, fans,
toasters, percolators. Here he got his first
glimpse of merchandising electrical appli-
ances—an activity that was soon to rank
with railroad electrification, marine engi-
neering and the other important branches
of the Westinghouse business. Andrew
grew up with this development. He was
one of the men who organized the iner-
t. handising section of the advertising depart-
ment, which has remained under his charge
since that time.
But his activities have been wider than
this. Because of his understanding of both
electricity and advertising, he was made
assistant to the advertising manager, giving
particular attention to national advertising.
With the growth of the merchandising
department, sales promotion also came
under his charge.
Today he is manager of the sales promo-
t ion se, ti in of the merchandising sales
department, head of the merchandising
se( ti it ot the advertising department, and
assistant to the advertising manager.
To engineering graduates interested in
in. hnical writing and advertising, Westing-
house offers an opportunity for realizing
ambitions to the full.
Westinghouse
ett
-ssamitr"
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-`--NEWS
An incident pertinent to this recent
Bates victory :user George Washington
University is George Washington's sub-
sequent victory over Boston University,
for years the self-acknowledged forensic
champion of the world. By pursuing that
same unimpeachable logic by which B. U.
discovered its surpassing genius in the art
of debate, Bates, having defeated the team
which defeated the team which calls itself
champion, might now well proclaim itself
the seat of dialetic perfection. But, sadly.,
enough, we must share this exalted honor
with the University of Maine, since it, too,
is numbered among the conquerors of the
conquerors of the peerless.—Bates Student
[Editor's Note: A letter of acknowl-
edgement-thanks has been sent to the
Bates editor.]
New Orleans, La.—Carefully carved
stone bridges, wide highways and the
stone-faced terraces of a hitherto undis-
covered Mayan city greeted the scientific
expedition from Tulane University, Ness.
Orleans, prowling about in the backwoods
regions of Mexico. This exploring party.
the third to leave Tulane, has already the
discovery of a twenty-century-old city to
its credit.
It is expected that this expedition will
yield as rich a supply of relics and mater-
ial evidence of the ancient civilization as
the two earlier trips. On these trips many
interesting discoveries were unearthed.
Strangely distorted figures of Mayan gods
were encountered, also statues of human
figures. Rabbit heads, turtles and frogs
roughly hewn from sandstone, bearing
hieroglyphics of mysterious import were
discovered. There were also many tem-
ples and ruined cities containing altars
and elaIxorate monuments.
Seattle, Wash.—Because he permitted
his classes ho read Whin I Belieiv by Ber-
trand Russell, II. J. Chambers, instructor
in the English department at the Univer-
sity of IVashington has been placed on
probation. Parents objected to religious
discussion in freshman composition sec-
tions. Chambers will not be re-appointed
at the end of the quarter, it is announced.
Df course the use of Russell's book was
not a "deciding factor" in the dismissal,
Professor Dudley. D. Griffith, head of the
department carefully explained. Griffith's
pnohation was the result .4 his mot "teach-
ing English composition." At the end of
each quarter a few instructors are always
dismissed. Chambers didn't spend suffi-
cient time on composition fundamentals
to "justify retaining him."
According to reports Chambers precip-
itated the conflict by reading in class the
first chapter of Russell's book to launch a
discussion on religious affairs. Parents of
students as a consequence protested to the
admhtistration. t 'ertain students maiii-
tained that their beliefs had been as-
sailed.
Acting president of the University de-
clared that the matter was in the hands of
Miss Jane Lawson, in charge of first year
instructtors.
Miss Jane Lawson insisted that all
authority lay with Professor Griffith.
Beautiful Lena Rivers and her pitiful,
loyal old grandmother set out to adjust
their old fashioned northern Ways to
southern social standards. Enters hard-
hearted John Livingston and his cold
cruel daughter, Caroline. %Val the hero,
Ifuward Belmont vouchsafe Lena the love
she deserses -: This old drama, "Lena
Risers." brought many a heartache to our
mothers and sent out father's Adam's
apple to vibrating spasmodically.
The Koshare Dramatic Club, Colorado
College, is producing this old tear-pro-
ducer, with a knowing wink of the eye to
show that we moderns are not taken by
such maudlin stuff. It is recalled that a
group of players at Grinnell College,
Iowa, produced "Fashion," a play of the
"fabulous forties," in the same spirit last
o ear.—.Vere Student.
Xi Sigma Pi, national honorary forestry
society announces the following pledges:
Seniors: Elmer G. Kelso, Albert D.
Nutting. Lyndall K. Parker. Juniors:
Gifford B. Adams. Fred G. Ames. Allen
W. ( todspeed. anti James 4,. at- 1 )o Ina Id.
Initiation will be held Thursday.  March
11% and a banquet. Friday, March ii. at
the Tarratine Club, Bangor.
Chemistry teacher—" 1 I ubert. name
three articles containing starch."
Hubert G.—"Two cuffs and a collar...
Mrs. Sheep--"You mustn't associate
with those common rabbits. Remember
you are all wool and they are juct com-
tmni c..tten1 tails "
Maine Student of Korea
Tells of Chinese Situation
St 
201 Oak Hall, Orono, Maine
Dear Editor-in-chief :
Although 1 am not a Chinese, and have
no direct interest on the Chinese problem,
I know a little about China, and am famil-
iar in the current news of China, because
my nation is racially, geographically and
culturally a neighbourhood to China. So,
I contribute to the Campus an article about
China without bias and prejudice. If you
think this article is worth while, please put
it on the Campus.
Yours very sincerely,
Joseph Chay
One must understand the history and
psychology of the Chinese people before
trying to know the present Chinese prob-
lem. China has developed its own dis-
tinctise civilization, and continued her ,
national life under the isolated geograph-
ical condition. First of all, the Chinese
people were the empire builders. The:
meaning of "world" to them was China'
alone, and no other World was ever known
to them, because the high mountains on the
northeast boundaries, and a great sea at
the west-south. They built an empire on,
this isolated land of what they had been;
used to think as the entire surface of the!
earth. They continued the empire from
the lieginning Of their history 3000 B.C.
until 1912 A.D. when a republican form of
gosernment was set up on the Chinese
land. However, in the course of the em-
pire. they changed many dynasties, but',
retaining the empire as usual. During the
transitional periods of these changing dy-,
otastWs they were used to have confusions.
as the present China has now. If any one,
had the strong support from the people, he
et gild replace t;:, o/d empire with his own'
hereditary dynasty. When the new em-
pire lasted two, or three hundred years, the
emperors cante to be tyrany, and the gov-
ernment n as turned into corruption, dis-
regarding the welfare of the people. Now,
revolutit tit would start, and a new empire
must lit' built up again. This is the Chi-
nese history throughout five thousand
years.
They had, a supreme empire and a won-
derful civilization in the Far East. Mon-
golia, Siam, Annan, Tibet, Indo-China,
Korea, and Japan copied the Chinese civil-
ization, and had to pay tributes to the
imperial court of China whenever the em-
pire was strong enough to ask them of
tributes. So, the Chinese people were used
to think of themselves as a grander and
vested race. On the other hand, they got
a habit to treat other races as barbarians
or as savages. Consequently, the Chinese
people came to be selfish, aggressive, prac-
tical, and constructive race in the world.
I recognized these racial characteristics in
every one of the Chinese students whom I
happened to live with when I was in my
country, in Japan. or in this country. A
good many western writers misunderstand
this point, and call the Chinese a defensive
race. I think they get this idea from the
famous tireat I'all of China.
Manchoo Empire was overthrown by a
revolution in 1909. Then, many generals
base been trying to get military power,
and ill get the popular support in order to
secure the emperorship over China. This
is the present Chinese condition. But.
they base stow peculiar co ontlitionts that
China has never had before. These are
the intersentions by the modern imperial-
istic powers. and the invasion of the west-
ern ideas into the Chinese mind. In 1914,
a strong general, named Yuan, unified the
whole China, was going to be the emperor
of China. Unfortunately, the western idea
of democracy produced the opposing fac-
tions. But the general suppressed
them with his vigorous power. llowever,
he could not control the foreign interven-
titnts. Russia aided the Mongols; Japan
summoned the Manchurian War Lord ; and
so the other powers did the same. Finally
the general died by a nervous confusion,
and left the whiole China in the hands of
all factions and foreign powers.
Although the entire China has been in
the condition of a great chaos, the intellec-
tual leaders lia‘e not neglected to educate
the mass of the People. ( in the other hand,
the exploitation of China by the foreign
powers and the supremacy of the foreign-
ers over the Chinese people have been a
great stimulus to the Chinese people for
reaction. They have come to be aware of
national consciousness. That is, they now
think of China as a nation, releasing their
traditional conception of empire oil one
hand, and denying the supremacy of the
foreigners on the other. In 1924, a general
strike and boycott against the factories and
goods of Great Britain and Japan in
Shanghai were systematically worked out
by the students' leadership. At this mo-
ment. British soldiers killed several stu-
(lents and wounded hundreds more: This
naturally led a strong anti-foreign feeling
and nationalism. After the British massa-
cre was done, in every Chinese city and
town, the crowd flew the anti-foreign .ban-
tiers, and preached nationalism. All of
these movements have been done by the
students' group. ‘'hen the Chinese people
were ready to do anything before the
strong sentiment of nationalism, the Can-
ton General Chang cried out "China for
Chinese!" and marched his army toward
the north. Within -a year he conquered
about two thirds of the whole China. His
victory was mainly due to the propaganda
of nationalism.
.Nt the present time, the so-called Man-
churian War Lord controls about one
third of the northern China and the Pe-
king government. His army is well organ-
ized and very strong. Last year he was
able to drive out the Russians from the
Chinese Eastern Railway violating the
treaty. And the Soviet Government had
to yield the railway to him. However, he
lacks the popular support. In my mind,
this warlord must yield the rest of China
to the Canton General, and will keep the
Manchuria under his lordship.
What then will the China be if she is
unified under the Cantonese Govc.ritment?
No one can tell the consequences. But,
we are sure that China can no longer have
an emperor, because the influence of the
two words "republic" and "democracy" is
too strong for establishing another Chi-
nese empire. We are also sure that China
needs a government which must be run
under a dictatorship, because the Chinese
people were not trained to maintain a re-
public, and were used to have a dictator.
In short, they must have a republican form
of government even if in name only. and
needs a dictatorship in practice. There is
already- a government like this. This is
the' Soviet Republic under the dictatorship
of the communists. I think the new China
Republic shall be under the dictatorship of
the educated class, because all the Chinese
affairs at the prcsunt time are entirely con-
trolled by the intellectuals and the students'
- -
group, and not by the working class, the
generals, or the capitalists.
The Chinese foreign relation must be
considered here a moment. From the date
of Marco Polo's report, the foreign pow-
ers wanted to get tea or silk from China,
and not the colonization in the Chinese
soil. Since the World 'ar, every power
knows that friendship only makes the
trade, and that force makes strike or boy-
cott. So, no power will dare to use force
against the anti-foreign movement of the
present China. England was sending
troops and warships to China a month ago.
But she filially telegranwd them to go to
the British territory of Hongkong, and
not to China.
Here is another element to be consid-
ered here. China has manpower and nat-
ural resources. When she mobilizes these
two things, she will unquestionably be a
great power in the world. Even the
small Japan became one of the five big
powers. If China starts to be powerful
under a strong government, she will be
the biggest power in the world with her
manpower of four hundred millions. Here
comes the 3.ellow peril. The Chinese
people had been always the empire build-
ers. So, the racial characteristics tended
to be selfish, aggressive, and constructive,
as I said before. Who can tell how the
future China will act? For her excess
population, she may want Africa or South
America. For her national prestige, sl*
may send a few gun-boats into the heart
of London.
There are two ways to prevent the
yellow peril. They are education and co-
operation. There is a great need of educa-
tion for the Western people. But there is
no need of sending missionaries to China
by the old idea of evangelization and the
holy doctrine of imperialism. Education
develops the public opinion which makes
war or peace. The task of creating a
public topinitni is left to the writers, teach-
ers and speakers. The next thing is co-
toperatio on, mainly in the fields of political
and co lllll wrcial activities. The doctrine
-- 
of competition must be supplanted by the
theory if cooperation, because the latter
is more Afective, mutually profitable, and
perfectly ethical. The practice of coop-
eration is left on the hands of the leading
statesmen and businessmen.
I heartily hope that the western states-
men, businessmen, and intellectuals realize
this point, and do something for the future
peace. In the next few decades we shall
see the real world which includes the west
and east under the mutual respect and co-
operation. We may further expect the
coming of the glorious world state.
Joseph Chay
51
Phi Kappa Phi Elects
Seniors to Membership
 St 
At a meeting of Phi Kappa Phi Tuesday
afternoon, March 1, the following seniors
were elected to membership:
Mary Pauline Aiken, Arts, Bangor;
Mary Cameron Belinian, Arts, Bangor;
Milton Herbert Clapp, Technology, Ban-
gor; Blandena Cole Couillard, Arts, Ban-
gor; George Farrington Dow, Agricul-
ture, NVayne; Abba Colburn Fernald,
Arts, IVinterport ; Waldron Eaton Fern-
ald, Arts, East Boothbay ; Marada Lucy
Johnson, Agriculture, Pittsfield; Sylvia
Marian Kurson, Arts, Bar Harbor; Ruth
Leman, Agriculture, Liberty; Annette
Susan Matthews, Arts, Hampden High-
lands; Earle Maynard Spear, Arts, War-
ren ; Dorothy Q. Taylor, Arts, Sanford;
Joseph NVuraftic, Technology, Portland;
henry Welch, Technology, Portland.
Of the faculty, Walter French, Ph. D.,
Assistant Professor of German, was elect-
ed to membership.
This year, the Phi Kappa Phi Society
has inaugurated the custom of sending
cards of congratulation to those freshmen
who attain dean*s list rank for the fall
semester.
OLD OLD
IT'S THE SMOOTHEST CIGARETTE
Here's a cigarette for the outdoor man who
likes 'em strong . . . and for the indoor man
who likes 'em gentle . . . A paradox? . . . Not
at all ... For OLD GoLD satisfies the robust
taste without abusing the sensitive throat.
Mellowed by a new method . . . that's why.
"NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD"
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is of no disadvantage in the
Rusticity characterizes the sort
'lie loveliness of which inspires
brush and the peacefulness of
,-aks in words to a poetic soul;
man presume to accuse the
a class of a lack of apprecia-
this rural charm, peculiar to
mes and to country lives.
.dern cow, however, as we stu-
her classification, feeding, care,
it, temperament, economic
propagation, anatomy. diseases,
logy agree, is not very rustic.
she were. In fact, although as
lir knowledge is small compared
that N% hich has been amassed by Agri-
-,-ience concerning the cow; and
al: realize that all Engineers
and Art- students are not so ignorant 
as
the , \t hum l'heard affirm that the milk
tcins tantained milk; nevertheless I say
that \thcnever we discuss the cow, we do
„o "llecks," but that whenever a group
Art• Students or Engineers attempt a
discussion, it becomes a group of
"Hicks."
I 1 I, return the ears. I thank you.
Truly yours,
Ardron B. Lewis '28
Message to the Seniors from the
American Library Association
d..r four years you have been learning
is, k5—the fundamental tools of
.‘re you now going to stop
Aug. as some men and women do, for
rerhaps the years, and then suddenly
akc up ti the fact that when your read-
your education stopped also?
-...re you going to make your reading,
therk fore your education, a confirm-
life-long process?
lo-t of you, next year, will be within
ailiiiu distance of a public library. Li-
.ire increasingly aware of the fact
•1.4t they are the university of the man
has ei:ded his bit-mat education. More
•.1 more they are making special provi-
, for the serious reader.
Reading with a Purpose series put-i-
dled hy the American Library Associa-
..,1 is one of the new tools provided for
Itirpose. These are little forty-page
klets written by such men as Vernon
Lorado Taft, 'William' Allen
itc. Alexander Meiklejohit Edwin E.
•••-...n. Frederic 1.. Paxson, and Samuel
hord Croahers. They briefly intro-
:1 subject. —psychology, biology,
or whatever it may be, and then
..7.11::coul six or eight readable books
%till give a rounded view of the
!:t•ct.
ha. e majored in science you may
I•1it Oa literature. Dallas
.rt Sharp's Some Great Anterica:t
\V. N. C. Carltton's F.nfilish
• Samuel Met hoord Crother's
Lssay or Marguerite Wilkinson's
• of Our Olen Tittles will Itelt
, the gaps. Perhaps you have aviii(14
. Some day you may wish y4,
t. Then Herbert Adams Gibbon::
HI-LITES
The International Street Cleaners Un-
ion wants the truth told about these
"one hoss" towns.
Many a student who thinks he is God's
gift to the coeds is only the answer to a
chipmunk's prayer.
History as it might have been, the Con-
quest of Canada:
1648—French drive the Indians out.
I765—English drive the French out.
1925—Btxaleggers drive the Scotch out.
Spring may be just around the corner,
but that corner must be in Florida.
Do you want the Campus in tabloid
form?
The invaluable statistic for the weak;
A man diving. from the Rock of Gibraltar
will drown if he cannot swim.
During July: summer students, some are
not.
Prof.: When the British taxed their
tea what did the patriots do?
Stewd: Er—drank Postum.
After the first year at college most
freshmen think Nogales should use an
X-ray lamp—then they get the habit.
The superiority of die superlative over
the comparative cannot be denied.
According to Elinor Glyn, Clara Bow
is the only movie actress who has "it."—
But what is "it"? Well bite.
Then again, one might say I lettry Ford
has "it"—or even John D.
"It" is seven dates a week—one being
official with the Dean.
Claude: Were you out last night?
And Maude: Well, not completely.
The Europe of Our Day, or Frederic L.
Paxson's The United States in Recent
Times will prove a stimulating and useful
guide. And so of all the major subjects
oi knowledge. Twenty-two subjects have •
1-eel covered and more are planned.
And one thing more. You need not to:a:.
until next year to get acquainted with t!:e
ser:e.:. You will find the courses in the
University of Maine library.
—Americ,lis Library A S.crteiatio
•
G. A. King
MILL Sr
WHOLESALE
of
ICE CREAM AND Flt(11
for Banquets
Also hand/es onoraoll1
CLASS PIPES
SPRING STETSON
- 
Goldsmith's Toggery Shcp
()row,
Why do we do the Biggest TAILORING BUSINES
S
in Town?
It ti ,0111-c
International and Sterling
Fine Custom-made Clothes
And stand behind then* with our Personal G
uarantee
ALSO
The Best Line of Top Coats
THE MAINE CAMPUS
VARSITY LOST TO
CONN. AGGIES
in the second half by the Con-
necticut Aggies that netted 23 points enab-
led them too defeat Maine 38-28. Maine
lest at the end of the first half 16-15 but
failed to hold their lead. Epstein and
Kamenkotitz starred for Maine while
Williams and Captain Schofield were out-
standing players for the victors.
CONN. AGG1ES (38)
G. F. P.
Watson. If  3 0 6
K raye (Air  0 1 1
Eddy, rf  3 0 6
Smith  1 0 2
Williams, c  5 0 10
Ellovitch, c  0 0 0
Schildgren, Ig  2 0 4
Daly  0 0 0
Schofield rg  4 1 9
Kennedy, rg  0 0 0
18 2 38
MAINE (28)
G. F. P.
Kamenkovitz  2 1 5
Epstein, rf  5 0 10
Branscom, c  2 5 9
Ilanscom, Ig  1 0 2
Thurston, Ig  0 0 0
Durell, rg  1 0 '
— —
11 ô 28
Referee: Callaghan, Colby. Time of
hal ves, 20 mins.
The Mathematics Club held a dance in
the gymnasium Saturday evening. March .
fifth. Music was furnished by the Trou-
badours. Dean and Mrs. J. N. Hart, and
Professor and Mrs. Bryan were the chap-
crones. The committee consisted of I low-
ar(l S. McPhee. Blandena Couillard and
Christine McLaughlin.
tin seduded ccancr at the Prom)
To Men Who Like to Borrow
Their Smokes
Ifs yoll C411 get 31114) with
it. But more often its as disastrous as
c4,tuthing ill a professor's face. It has
a kick-hack that sometimes knockks you
14,r a row of fraternity houses.
And the sad day of reckoning comes
when your victims get wise to your ex-
tra-curricular work and rise up in united
wrath.— when it dawns upon them that
every titmt )ou borrowed one of their
"butts" you did so merely as an "experi-
ment" to determine, at their expense, the
kindest, gentlest, smoothest smoke for
your throat and tongue.
But fellows, take our gray-haired ad-
vice—choosing the right cigaretet is like
choosing the right girl... The more you
experiment, the more likely you are to go
wrong. Real love strikes you flush on the
jaw when you least expect it—often
tlirough accident.
It's the same with a cigarette. ...stop
looking and you'll find your trtte smoke-
affutity. ... the result of your accidental
reading of this bit of news.
If your habit of borrowing has not
become pernicious, our humble suggestion
is that you try OLD GOLD—it's as cool
as a dish of ice cream—as smooth as a
cream puff ....and as thrilling as a stolen
kiss. And the feature that has made it
Iambus among college men everywhere
is the fact that it hasn't a single cough in
a carload.—Ad.
"Now then my hearties," saki the gal-
lant captain, "You have a tough battle be-
fore you. Fight like heroes till our pow-
der is gone; then run. I'm a little !acne
and Ell start now."
Fresh—"I don't think I should get a
zero on this examination."
Prof.—"Correct, but that's the lowest
mark I know of."—Froth.
He--"I just got a set of balloon tires."
She—"Why, George, I didn't think you
had a balloon."
SCRIM OE fiCRE
Matinee Daily at 2.30
Friday, March 11
-THE FOUR HORSEMEN"
With Rudolph Valentine
Considered his greatest role
No advance in Prices
Saturday, March 12
Toni Mix in
"CANYON OF LIGHT"
NIonday. March 14
E. Morton and Virginia Corbin in
"TIlE\VHOLE TOW N'S
TALKING"
N Shows, Starting at 7.00 P.M
Tuesday, March 15
Et el mm Brent mu
"LOVE 'EM AND LEAVE TM"
Wednesday, March 16
Vera Reynolds in
"SUNNY SIDE UP"
Thursday, March 17
Richard Dix in
"PARADISE FOR TWO"
Camel is the understanding smoke
CAMEL is always the friendly ciga-
rette. In dlys of tense achieve-
ment, in moments of joy and
gaiety, a lighted Camel will spur
!ou to the stars with its cool,
crisp fire. Camels understand your
every mood.
A purchase of Camels brings
you the choicest Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos. Blended by
skilful experts into the world's
most popular smoke, and the best.
Unfathomed quality is the distin-
guishing mark of Camel.
No matter what the price you
pay, you can buy no better ciga-
rettes than Camels. Smoke them
as frequently as you please. You
will never be left with a cigaretty
after-taste; Camels aren't made
that way. That is why experienced
smokers everywhere demand them.
That is why millions thrill to three
short words: "Have a Camel!"
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPA
NY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
6 THE MAINZ CAMPUS
itAINE TRACK STARS WON FROM!
mATEs LAST SATUMDAI
( Consumed from Paye One)
--m-
Putting lo lb. shot-Thompson, 01),
tirst ; t tartman, M) , second; Rowe,
OS), third; distance, 43 led t and A inch.
k Record).
Pule yatnt-Hobsun, 01), first; Beck'
ler, (M), and Procter, (M), tie fur sec-
ond; distance, twelve feet, eight and ya
inches. (Rec.)
Riming high jump-lianunond,
first; L.:Sri:tote, (11), Knowitun, (11), and
(11), tie tor second; distance,
five feet, eight and hve-eighths mcnes.
Rumung broad jump-Rowe, kti),
first; Caldwell, (3,1), second; Paul Oh
Coach Kauaiy s yearling track team
emerged victorious last Friday evening in
tneir debut against Bridgton Academy in
the Indoor Field. When the last gun was
hred and the final count taken the score
stood 85-14. The meet was exciting even
tnough the score might indicate otnerwise.
Four records were broken; one by a
Bridgton specialist and three by freslunen
who excel in their pet events. Joyce of
Bridgton cleared the bar in the high jump
at 5 ft. 142 inches, breaking the old rec-
ord by several inches. Lindsay, the fresh-
man sensation in the mile, ran a pretty
race, covering the distance in 4 minutes
3635 sec. The other two records went to
former Hebron performers-Harding and
Files. Harding cleared the vaulting bar
in the pule vault at 11 ft. 6 inches while
Files broke "Rip" Blacks old record in the
12 lb. shot with a heave of 47 It. 14 in.
Many of the events were walkaways for
the freshmen but when the Bridgton com-
petitors could not give the leader suffi-
cient competition one of his teammates
pushed him so that he was forced to du
his best.
Consequently good times were turned in
in all the running events as were good
distances and heights in the field. Several
of the freshmen took two first places but
Jones managed to squeeze out a tie for
third in the high jump and this along with
a win in both hurdle events gave him high
iroint scorer of the meet.
The summary:
100 yd. dash-lst, Berenson, 1930; 2nd,
:•.‘teempt, 1930; 3rd, Graham, Brid.; time,
I0!5 sec.
220 yd. dash--Ist, Berenson, 1930; 2nd,
Lathrop, 1930; 3rd, Graham, Brid; time,
23's sec.
440 yd. dash
-1st, tie, Capt. Tolman and
‘Vescott of 1930; 3rd, Johnson, Brid.;
time, 5235 sec.
880 yd. dash-1st, Mank, 1930; 2nd,
Lindsay, 1930; 3rd, Sullivan, 1930; time, 2
4!5 sec.
Mile run-1st, Lindsay, 1930; 2nd, Dun-
bar, Brid; 3rd, Stanley, 1930; New record.
Time, 4 min. 363i sec.
High jump-Ist, Joyce, Brid; 2nd,
More, 1930; 3rd, tie, Jones, °Conner,
1930. New record. Ileight 5 ft. 1134 in.
This is a Bank
worthy of your
Confidence and
eager for your
Patronage.
Resources o‘er $ 1.400.000.00
OLD TOWN TRUST CO.
OLD TOWN ORONO
Shot put-1st, Files, 1930; 2nd, Mo., ore,
1930; 3rd, Crehan, Brid. New record.
Distance, 47 ft. 1 1/4 in.
Pole vault-1st, Harding, 1930; 2nd,
Farrar, 1930; 3rd, Wescott, 1930. New
record. Ileight lift. 6 in.
Ruiming broad jump-1st. Harding,
1930; 2nd, Hardy, 1930; 3rd, O'Conner,
1930; distance, 19 ft. 21/i in.
100 yd. high hurdles--Ist, Jones, 1930;
2nd, Farrar, 1930; 3rd, Rowan, Brid. Time
1435 sec.
224) yd. low hurdles-lst, Jones, 1930;
2nd, Hardy, 1930; 3rd, Boisseau, Brid.:
time, 284 sec.
Pa 
MUSICAL CLUBS TO MAKE
DEBUT
o( tHoos,:oi ),,ait Page One)
Glee Club
Clang of the Forge.... Rodney-Bratton
Vocal Solo George Dudley
Deep Water Song Brown
Instrumental Trio
I lumoresquc 
 
Dvorak
One Fleeting Hour Lee
Quartet
But They Didn't Rogers
Glee Club
Mister Biickger Man Richards
Shadiiw March Protheroe
Instrumental Solo Carleton Hackett
Valse Vanite Wiedoft
Kashmiri Song Woodffirde-Finden
Quartet
Rascal Rufus
 
Katz
I 1 untin Possum Warlord
Instrumental Trio
On the Bank of a Brckik.
Perfect Day 
Glee Club
The Sword of Farrar Bullard
Instrumental Club
Medley-Waltz-Arr
Pagliacci 
Yankee Rose 
Ensemble
College Medley-Arr 
110ME WORRIES
"Good mornin', Mrs. Murphy and how;
is iverything?"
"Shure, an' Oi'm havin* one grond toime
AV it betwane me husband an' th' furnace.
If Oi kape me eye on one, the other is
shure to go out.
"I'm quite a near neighbor of yours,"
said the local bore. "I'm living just
across the river."
"Indeed," replied his neighbor, "1 hope
you'll drop in some day."-Stolen.
LAW STUDENTS
THE BOSTON
UNIVERSITY LAW
SCHOOL
Trains students in principles of
the law and the technique of the
profession and prepares them for
active practice wherever the Eng-
lish system of law prevails.
Course for LL.B fitting for ad-
mission to the bar, requires three
school years.
Post graduate course of one
year leads to degree of LL
Two years of college instruction
is required for admission.
Limited Special Scholarships.
$75 per year to needy college grad-
uates.
For Catalogue Address
HOMER ALBERS, Dean
II Ashburton Place. Boston
Next time you buy a box ()I chocolates
TRY WHITMAN'S
at
Nichols' Drug Store - - - - Orono, Maine
 ••••••••••••••••onnoniiinn.minininininnni
.t Place For Yon To Meet and Eat
The Elms Iiiii
0 0
Orono. Maine
Smokers in in Banquets
I Lunches put up I I ome-made
to take out pastry
Rea,onable Prices
MILL STREET ‘)Roxo. Mr
ORONOA RESTAURANT
qood f1 he 10 CO
R.O.T.C. START TARGET
WORK
(Continued from Page Oise)
it flashes back and forth in front of his
front sight. If he hits it let the grades
roll in, but failure commands the axe of
flunkery to drop.
There is a joyous spirit of play that
makes this target practice very enjoyable.
The instructor will call "Cease firing,
draw your bolts back." Then some little
future lieutenant will creep gingerly down
the lane and adjust his target, amidst
cries of "Get right up in the opening
there," "Is that a postman or a Confed-
erate soldier," "Don't shoot till you see
the flash of his tooth." Then the victim
will come back arunning, take off his
saddle, and say plaintively, "All right."
Of course some boys are born shooters
and can hit the bullscye as easy as most
of us can read Greek. Most of the boys
have to be content with an occasional lucky
impulse that swerves the bullet into the
black spot's center. It seems to some
members of the company that the minute
they get the rifle in their hands they devel-
ope St. Vitus dance, but of course that is
only natural emotion characteristic of
playing with dangerous weapons.
As yet there have been no casualties, but
who knows when some misinstructed sol-
ilitr may not turn on his instructor, stu-
dent or otherwise, and "let the sunlight
into him."
The Sophomore Owls have recently
Boisdeff rt. pledged: Gray, I.ydiard, Parks, Bixby,
Bwid ; Larsen, and True. The officers are: Ed-
mund Black, president; James Buzzell,
vice-president ; Winfield Niles, scribe;
Gerald tiowdy, treasurer. The other
members are: Young, Cohan, Folsom, La
  Hackett Plante, Arioldi, MacNaughton, Merrill,
Letincavello Powell. Taft, Kinney, Murray, Lydell,
Popular and McCarthy.
OUTING CLUB HAS
STRAW RIDE TO PUSHAW
-m---
Saturday night about forty M.O.C.
members boarded two sleds for a straw-
ride to Pushaw Pond. The start was made
near Oak Hall, and strange to say, the
doughnuts disappeared from mortal ken
in the same vicinity. On the way to Still-
water the concrete road made dry going,
and such as were able to waddle within
their numberless sweaters, hopped off and
helped to push. The covered bridge was
safely negotiated to the tune of "Haul in
your ears; you're coming to a tunnel!"
Songs, tongue-twisters, and dodging
bushes kept the crowd hilarious the whole
way. A halt was called at the Orono
Landing and the horses were parked un-
der a shed. Two girls disappeared in the
woods without an axe and soon returned
with a yule log. It was conjectured that
they pulled the tree up by the roots. Any-
way a fire was soon blazing, and some of
Edith :Merchant's coffee comforted the in-
ner man. One gang explored the deserted
dance hall with shingle torches; some
managed to reach the second story, and
celebrated the event by leaping out the
window into the snowbank. Misses
Tucker and Johnson staged a fierce snow
fight, to the intense enjoyment of the stu-
dents.
The return was made via the standpipe
and Orono where Mr. McGinnis and the
other Inn-mates disembarked. Miss
Green and Mrs. Neely continued to cheer
im the wild race for the girls' dormitories
which were finally reached just as the
clock struck eleven.
"Are you from Alaska?"
"No, what makes you think Sc,?"
"Just wondered ; you dance like pin wit
.iii,wshoes on.
STUDENT CONFERENCE
AT POLAND SPRINGS
Two hundred delegates of New England
universities and colleges, including twenty
from the University of Maine, are to meet
at Poland Springs, March 11-13, for a
Student Conference, conducted by the
Y.M.C.A and the Y.W.C.A.
Several well-known speakers are to be
present. These include: Miss Rhoda Mc-
Culloch of the National Y.W.C.A.; Mr.
Henry P. Van Dusen, instructor at Utii.11
Theological Seminary; and Mr. Arthur
Reigh of China. It is planned to
forums on current topics. These include:
Mexico and the United States, under the
direction of A. E. De Los Niarteros of
Mexico; and Association Methods, under
the joint leadership of Katherine Ash-
worth and Phillips Elliott, student secre-
taries of the New England Y.W.C.A. and
Y.M.C.A.
Never kick a man when he's down
-he
may get up.
"The marvels of electricity have set me
thinking."
"Yes; Is'nt it wonderful what electricity
can do?"-Tid-Bits.
•
Hart-Schaffner & Marx
CLOTHES
FOR SPRING
See them!
Miller & Webster
co.
2
- Me
and the joy-friend...
Prince Albert
WHEN my father was in college, "Put that in
your pipe and smoke it!" was considered snappy
conversation. I'm ready to take this old line
literally when the talk centers around Prince
Albert. Because P. A. makes two of what I
like in a pipe.
All wise
-cracking aside, P. A. is the money
when it comes to deep
-down satisfaction in a
smoke. It's got everything! Cool as the trail
of the ice-man across the kitchen. Sweet as
vacation. Fragrant as a pine forest.
Think up your own similes. You'll write them
all in the column headed "Superlative Degree"
when you learn the joys of a jimmy-pipe and
Prince Albert. If you don't know this grand old
smoke, come around to my room and I'll give
you a load.
ORINGE ALBERT
-no other tobacco is like
O PM. It. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Saiern. N C.
P. A. 'old ever-vv./tore in
toiv red torc, pound and half.
pound hrt humidor., and
rowed crretal•glao. hoirrodors
with opongc.rnoisterter
And *Isar, ivoth  
of hire and parch removed hv
the Prince Albert proce“.
VoL xxvi
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